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Mission Statement
PlugPRO is working to address one of the primary challenges faced by crypto
projects - finding the right people for the right jobs.

PlugPRO's mission is to not only solve problems identified within the DeFi space
through innovation and technology, but to set the standard for how a project
should be planned, developed, executed, and managed.
PlugPRO strives to become the project that attracts not just talent, but
creativity and innovation. To accomplish this, PlugPRO has created a powerful
tool for both service providers and DeFi professionals to use to connect,
as well as build and create more efficiently and effectively.

Project Overview
PlugPRO was created in 2021 by founder and CEO Wolfy. After spending time working a wide variety of positions in the crypto space, he has developed
an intimate understanding of how projects run, as well as the search and hiring process of people from both sides of the table.
Due to the predominantly anonymous nature of the DeFi space, the most common method of finding people to work with is still word of mouth. Having
to manually track down and hire people purely drawing from your DeFi social and professional circles is both time consuming and ineffective.
Unfortunately, that's only half the battle. Scams are quite common, with no real recourse or way to verify the legitimacy of someone's work.
PlugPRO seeks to solve this by implementing a platform for service providers to provide themselves visibility as well as reputation via
reviews, while still retaining their anonymity.
In turn, this benefits DeFi professionals by greatly streamlining the process of finding and vetting service providers. With a multi-tier system ranging
from a basic profile to KYC badge eligibility, the PlugPRO platform offers people from all walks of life the opportunity to earn a living in DeFi from their
skills.
9 out of 10 tokens launched on the Binance Smart Chain alone are scams. The real percentage may be even higher. In the same vein, a similar pattern
appears when looking at a wide array of self described marketers, designers, coders, and more. One of the unfortunate downsides to the anonymity of
DeFi is the loss of accountability, and the increased difficulty in finding out the merit of a person under review to be hired. A bottlenecking effect takes
place, where the few well known and reliable individuals in their respective fields are overloaded with work offers, while many other legitimate candidates
are lost in a sea of deceit. This slows the progress of the DeFi space as a whole, along with wasting the time and money of investors, service
providers, and DeFi professionals alike.

Project Features
Service Listing Platform
PlugPRO offers a service listing platform with categories for every conceivable job in DeFi. From advertisers, to
designers, to moderators, coders, and more, PlugPRO aims to be a one stop shop for developers and projects.
The platform itself is sustained and strengthened the more use it receives, as with a greater number of listings
and reviews for said listings, the opportunities for all parties involved grow. PlugPRO incentivizes its users to
properly market themselves, as by doing so they not only increase their chances of being hired, but also their
passive income from simply having their profiles viewed.

Safety
Even established and respected projects fall victim to these issues, with numerous stories of exploits or betrayals
by team members who were given a greater degree of trust than their qualifications and background may have
earned. This begs the question, what is the solution to this while still preserving one of the core aspects of DeFi anonymity, and the lack of a centralized control center overseeing and moderating what goes on? This is where
PlugPRO shines.

Project Features 2
Advertising
PlugPRO also offers the opportunity for advertising on its platform.
With the amount of traffic PlugPRO looks to bring in from its multiple tools, on-site advertising will give projects listed on the
platform an edge up on the competition. The revenue generated from the sales of the ad space will be used to further grow and
develop PlugPRO, increasing the efficacy of the entire platform. Projects utilizing the Platform's Gallery Section can further
increase their viewer impact by advertising on the site itself.

Platform's Gallery Section
The PlugPRO platform also contains a section for The Gallery, requiring users to stake the native PlugPRO token for a set amount
of time in order to potentially access hundreds of KYC'd team projects. By using the The Gallery, investors are able to remove the
gamble of a project's safety from the equation, as well as saving time and effort manually searching for up-and-coming projects.
Projects themselves also benefit from the exposure and endorsement of the PlugPRO platform, granting them the attention of
investors as well as the reputation of security the platform's KYC process brings.

PlugPRO Platform
The PlugPRO platform is an online environment which allows
service providers and DeFi professionals to connect for work.
This section is split into Seller Mode, which allows service providers to
list a profile and their specific niche service, and Buyer mode, which
allows DeFi professionals to browse said profiles to find people to
hire.
The platform also offers project listings available to PlugPRO token
stakers, dealing strictly with KYC'd projects. Finally, in conjunction with
the project listings and traffic from the service provider platform, onsite advertising will be available to purchase.

Seller Mode
All tiers require a small fee to be viewed in full by interested parties. This fee is split between sustaining PlugPRO, and the user whose profile is
viewed. The user’s earning is paid out regardless of whether they are contacted by the buyer, allowing the potential to cover membership costs just
from an engaging profile. With multiple tiers available, Seller Mode allows individuals with a range of experience the opportunity to be
discovered from a computer, or even a smartphone.

The platform’s listing tool, with 3 different profile tiers.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

A simple profile and brief text
description.

A more in depth profile and double
the space for a description. Proof of
work feature.

The potential for a KYC badge via
KYC with the PlugPRO team, and a
personalized review section.

Buyer Mode
The Buyer/Seller platform is paid for in
stablecoins (BUSD), which are used for all
tier membership payments, and profile
viewing payments.

A percentage of all fees paid on the platform are
used to buy back and burn PlugPRO tokens,
steadily decreasing the maximum circulating supply
and gradually increasing the value of PlugPRO
tokens themselves.

One

Two

Allows DeFi professionals &
developers easy access to
new hires.

Partial profile view before
fee is paid for full access.

Three

Four

Organizes listings by the
service offered.

Contact info for the user's
profile available from full
access.

The other side of the listing too

Tokenomics
PlugPRO tokenomics may be similar to others you have seen in the space

Total Supply - 50,000,000,000
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BREAKDOWN

BUILDING

PHASE
1

Create & organize concept, vision,
framework
Initiate corporate structure,
planning, and strategy
Token launch
Website development (v.1 Focused
on project and token information)
CMC and CG listing
Platform (Utility) in development

PERFECTING

EXECUTING

Platform v.1 completed and fully
functional
Website upgrade (v.2 Integration with
platform)
Execute platform focused marketing
strategy
Initial onboarding of professionals to the
platform
Onboarding of project listings
Establish and create global communities

Exceed 3,000 Twitter
followers
Exceed 1,000 Telegram
members
Achieve 500 holders

PHASE
3

Onboarding of corporate marketing
organization
Expansion of talent & professional
customer base
Expansion of project listings
Execution of phase 2 and expansion
of the platform
New features added to the platform
CEX listings

PHASE
2

GROWING

Exceed 10,000 Twitter
followers
Exceed 5,000 Telegram
members
Achieve 2,500 holders

Coming Soon

plugpro

10
Exceed 6,000 Twitter
followers
Exceed 2,500 Telegram
members
Achieve 1,000 holders

PHASE
4

Coming Soon
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PlugPRO Socials
https://plugpro.me/

Info@plugpro.me

https://www.tiktok.com/@plugprosocial

https://twitter.com/plugprosocial

https://www.facebook.com/plugprosocial

https://t.me/plugprosocial

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-ContractAudits/blob/main/May/PlugPRO%20Full%20Smart%20Contr
act%20Security%20Audit.pdf

https://stocktwits.com/plugprosocial

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPI_2
CDggdju7RcxaygJo5g

https://www.instagram.com/plugprosocial/

